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Previously on „The lost Temple“:

Mikael – a young archeology student has made a
pact with Kassandra Elaquoi – a demon girl from
another dimension in exchange for magic. He has
acquired an ancient artifact for her and is sent on
another mission: Find those magic users who
attacked Kessy in the middle of her playtime.

Through sheer coincidence, Mikael discovers that his
secret crush Velia is one of them. He follows her
around until he finally manages to catch her going
through a magic illusion in the woods. Behind lies a
mysterious camp. Time to investigate!



Having found the base of the 
mysterious ether wielders Mika 
decides to investigate some more…

There she is… 
Oh, Velia. And 

that’s the woman 
I saw with her at 

the fire…

Here goes 
nothing!

Wow!
There is a whole 

settlement in 
here?

I think I can 
hear something 

from over 
there…

Sneakily like a panther, in his mind, Mika 
rushes closer to where he hears voices 
from to get a better look…



I’ve gotten 
stronger! I 

feel it!
Velia, you are 
already plenty 

strong girl! You 
don’t need to prove 
yourself again and 

again.

They are 
talking about 

Kessy!

When, if 
not now, is 
the time to 
improve!?

There’s a demon 
on the loose! One 

we could not 
stop with all our 
powers together!



Fine…
Show me what 

you’ve come 
up with.

Another 
fire spell? 
Figures… Wow!

Magic looks 
like art when 
she uses it…



Here I go!
Stable ether 

flow… decent 
consumption

… strong.



Woah.
That’s too 

much, Velia!

I can still 
go a little 

bigger!



Wait!
Don’t you…

Haya!
Watch my 
full power 

blast!



Ignis…

Fatus…

Fortis!

Shit!



With absolute accuracy, Velia’s projectile hits the metal bin 
and explodes in a valiant flame – expanding fast!

Behold!
My hottest 

flame!

Oh… shit!



Scutum obice 

Elemnta!

Just in time, the woman’s ether manifests in the form of a 
barrier…



The barrier halts the 
expanding flames and 
protects the two women 
from a fiery backlash that 
was about to engulf and 
burn them to crisps. 

Fuck!
I did not think 

it’d explode this 
much…



With the first wave of 
fiery shockwave stopped 
by that barrier the woman 
drops it and proceeds to 
put out the flame with 
some ice magic…

Gelu 

Tabem!

Gelu Ventus 

Turbo!

Gelu Murus!

Wow!
She can cast so 

many spells 
almost at once…



I’m sorry.

I don’t really 
have to say 
anything, 

right?

But you need 
to lead them 

wisely.

The others 
are already 

looking up to 
you.

You need to 
keep a calm 

head, especially 
in battle.

You need to 
assess the 

situation more 
carefully.

You don’t 
need more 

power, Velia.

Not even 
I can do 

that.

For fuck’s sake, 
girl. You’ve 
melted that 
metal with a 
single spell. 



Her magic is on a 
whole different 
level than mine!

Holy…
She just 

obliterated that 
trash can…

I’m sorry 
child. Come 
on, let’s talk.

To 
avenge…

I… *sob*… I 
wanted to be 
stronger… for 

my sister…

This is 
about your 

parents?



Mika withdraws behind the tree as the two 
women walk by. Once they vanish into one of 
the treehouses, he gets back to snooping 
around…



And two 
more… 

And really, he finds more people training! 

Come on.
Help me test 
this one out.

Hey!
I know that voice! 
That’s the police 
officer from the 
fire… I knew he 

was fishy!



That practice with 
Stella paid off. I now 
have more control of 

my barrier magic! But I don’t know 
how strong it is. 

Help me out, 
Lucy, will ya? 

What do 
you have in 

mind?



And you blast 
it with your 
lightning.

Scutum!

I’m gonna 
protect this 
bottle with 
my ether. Well… I 

guess… just 
a little…

Bottle protected by

Scutum barrier Magic.



Fine!
Here I go.

Fulgur 

Tabem!

Clang

sizzle



Yes!
It worked!

Not a scratch 
on that bottle. 

Great work, 
Vadim!

Thanks!
Once more! This 

time make it 
stronger.

Darn, 
that’s some 
neet magic!

Come on.
Just a little 
more to test 
how much it 
can absorb.

Any more, 
and I might 

lose control…

I don’t know 
if that’s such 
a good idea.



Your spell 
better holds!



Fulgur 

Tabem!



sizzle

sizzle

sizzle



Keep it up!
It can still take 

more! Awesome!



Fuck!

Okay, okay.
That’s enough!



Stop!

I can’t!
I lost control!



KABOOM

Oh, shit!

Sorry!

The electric sphere forming 
around the protected bottle 

explodes violently…



And pushes these two 
backward…

Moan

G
ro

an



Oh, fuck.
Lucy! Are 
you okay?

Woah!
My head 

hurts.

Autsch…

I’ll live…



Hey!
You okay, 

kids?

Sorry for the 
ruckert, 

Yara.

Okay… good.
Keep it down, 

will ya? I need to 
concentrate.

*Gulp*
She’s not 

wearing any 
undies again…

Yes!
We are fine! Holy 

F…



Ah, kids 
these days. So full of 

energy. 
*giggle*



And all I end up 
with is some 

analysis spell and 
a pet?!

Is everybody 
able to do this 
kind of magic 

here?I’m 
sorry!

And it 
happened 

again!

That one was 
really massive and 

heavy. I know, 
cause I rolled it 
her. *chuckle*

Holy cow!
You even blasted 

the stone 
underneath.



No… that’s 
not… what I 

meant…

I’m always 
destroying 

stuff. *sob*

Darn!
I wish I was 

better at 
talking to her…

sob



Oculus 

Netrica!

Viii
Okay… There is one 

more up there… 
Let’s take a peek 
and then get the 
fuck out a here…

Fly little 
one. Up 
there.



Mika commands the eye to fly up the tree house and spy through the 
window.

hover

hover



Hm… where 
was I… Ah 

yes… Stamina 
potion… Hm… 

where did 
I put it…

The woman called Yara seems to be some sort of alchemist as Mika 
witnesses her brewing some sort of liquid.

The inside of the small tree house is much larger than one would estimate from 
the outside… actually, it’s impossibly large… is that magic too?



Nope, not 
here either…

Wow!
That dress is 
basically see-

through!



Nice!

Come on!
I know I put 

you here 
somewhere.



Aha!
Now what 
do we have 

here?

Tsk!
Now who 

do we have 
here.?

sizzle



Slowly turn 
around. No false 

movement!

What are 
you doing 

here?

Who are 
you?!



I… I… my 
name’s… M… 
Mikael… I…

Wait! Your eyes!
Whatever spell 

you are sustaining 
- End it right now!

*Gulp*
Yes, Ma’am.



Mika closes his eyes and 
concentrates on severing 
the connection to the Eye 

of Netrica.



Darn!
I don’t even 

believe myself. Sure…

I… I mean 
no harm.

I’m sorry.
It… was just a spell 
for reconnaissance.



Go on, 
that way!

Yes, 
Ma’am.

Fuck!
How will I 
get out of 
this one?

He, Yara!
Gather everyone! 

We have an 
intruder!



Somewhere else at the 
camp…



I’ve been 
waiting for 

you…



jump



Hmm…

THUMP



Mikael 
Valdes…



We’ll 
finally meet 
in person…



In the meantime,… (actually a few days later but 
somewhere unrelated so who cares? ☺) we follow 
Kim to have a look at certain consequences of 
Harry’s magic…



Saint Jacob Hospital, mid-town. Kim is sitting 
on one of the benches waiting for her 
appointment…

I’m 
scared…

Hm… what 
am I going to 
eat for lunch 

today…

Hm… Let’s 
grab some 

Sushi!
Miss Nishioka. 
The doctor is 
ready to see 

you now.

Mhm… 
thanks!



Please. 
Be able to 
help me!

Good 
afternoon. 
Please – sit.

Thank you, 
doctor.



So, what 
seems to be 
the problem, 

Miss Nishioka.

But somehow 
I’ve gained two 
cup sizes within 
the last week!

I’m nineteen 
and they were 
done growing 

by sixteen!

It… it’s my 
breasts, 
doctor.



Two Cup-
sizes?

I’m sorry. But 
breasts restarting 
to grow at your 

age would already 
be a very rare 
phenomenon.

Now… I’m 
afraid they 
won’t stop 
growing!

Yes!



*sigh*
I guess we 

can run some 
tests…

Especially on 
a slim woman 

like you.

I’m sorry. But 
the growth you 
are describing is 

physically 
impossible.

I’m note 
lying!

You… don’t 
believe me…



Kim has taken off her top, 
revealing those luscious, and 
allegedly growing breasts 
before sitting down in the 
examination chair.

This may 
be a bit 

cold.



It is cold 
indeed! flinch

boing

boing
Blood 

circulation 
seems totally 

fine…



I will now feel your 
breasts with my hands 
to scan for possible 
inner outgrowth. Is 
that okay with you?

*gulp*
Yes.

Damn it!
They’ve also 

gotten so much 
more sensitive!

grope

feel



grope

feel

Moan



N
nngh!

Why does it 
feel so good?!

kneed



There are no notable 
abnormalities with 
your breast tissue. 

Your breasts are 
perfectly 

healthy, Miss 
Nishioka.

If I had to name 
anything, they 

are exceptionally 
firm for their 

size.



Well… I can see 
that this won’t 

fit…

Now there is 
no way for me 
to put it on 

anymore!

This is a bra from 
last week. It did 

fit perfectly!



Doctor! 
Please!

I’m scared!
I need help!

Maybe it’s a 
prank? Somebody 
putting a smaller 

bra in her 
wardrobe?

I do believe… 
that she 

believes it…



End of Chapter 11

… Okay… I’ll 
come by next 

week.

I’m sorry, Miss. 
But I can not do 

anything more 
for you at the 

moment.

And we can 
do an MR 
Scan then.

If… your 
breasts keep 
growing. See 
me again next 

week.

I’ve taken your 
measurements.



Thanks for reading!

Hello, Hexxet here.

Mika got caught in the camp. Can he get out of there
in one piece? And who’s that mysterious white-haired
boy?! Also, what is happening to Kim? Will her
breasts stop growing? Or will the doctor finally
believe her next week?

A big thanks to all my supporters on Patreon who
enable me to write this! ☺

If you like my comics, you might consider supporting 
me on Patreon or buying my omics on Gumroad or 
Deviant Art:

https://www.patreon.com/Hexxet

https://hexxet.gumroad.com/
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